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ACTION OHIO Coalition For Battered Women respects your right to privacy and we will strive to protect your privacy online when you visit us at www.actionohio.org. Although first created in September 2008, this policy may be revised from time to time to respond to new issues and to maintain your privacy.

By using our site, you will be conveying your acceptance of our policy. By continuing to use our site, you will convey your continued acceptance of our policy as it is revised.

Whenever you visit an Internet site, your “IP address” is recorded by the host server. With this information, the host server records visits to each page and broad demographic information regarding each visitor. Our host server (InfoTeam) makes this information available as a report to ACTION OHIO upon request. The report does not provide us with names, e-mail addresses or mailing addresses. The report simply reflects pages of greater interest to visitors and the general locations of the visitors. Generally speaking the value of this information is short term and it is not kept on a long term basis.

On certain web pages, visitors have the option of utilizing an ACTION OHIO form. You make the choice of disclosing your personal information for a specified purpose to us or not. You may order a product or offer to serve as a volunteer, for example. The information is used for the purpose intended, kept on file if appropriate and discarded when appropriate. ACTION OHIO does not share any information you provide to us without your permission. Furthermore, ACTION OHIO does not sell, rent, loan or give personally identifiable user information collected from you to marketers or any third parties.

Web site visitors may find links to other websites or services at www.actionohio.org. Although websites or services linked are initially investigated, ACTION OHIO does not control their content or information gathering. The links are provided as a convenience to our visitors. Making the links available to you is not intended as an endorsement or recommendation. Linked sites may collect information about you when you visit their sites. ACTION OHIO cannot control the collection of data by linked sites. Links may be added or deleted over time to reflect visitor comments and recommendations.

If you have provided ACTION OHIO with your personal information in the past, you may request that the information be deleted from our files via e-mail, fax or regular mail.